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Indian Market View 

Asian stocks had a mixed open even as U.S. stock futures declined after the Trump 

administration’s latest barrage of tariffs against China. U.S. stock index futures extended 

losses in post-market trading late Monday after President Trump announced a new round 

of tariffs on about $200 billion worth of Chinese imports. Trump said he will impose 10 

percent U.S. tariffs on about $200 billion worth of Chinese imports but he spared smart 

watches from Apple and Fitbit. Trump also warned that if China takes retaliatory action 

against U.S. farmers and industries, the administration will pursue tariffs on about $267 

billion of additional imports. FAANG group of momentum stocks closed down between 1.0 

percent and 3.9 percent. 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average fell 92.55 points, or 0.35 percent, to 26,062.12, the 

S&P 500 lost 16.18 points, or 0.56 percent, to 2,888.8 and the Nasdaq Composite 

dropped 114.25 points, or 1.43 percent, to 7,895.79. 

Japan’s Nikkei 225 opened low after a holiday, trading up 1.41%, China A50 opened flat 

and was up 0.23% and Hang Seng opened low and trading down 0.66%. ASX200 opened 

flat, trading down 0.32%, while Kospi trading flat with 0.13% gain.   

Oil prices were little changed on Monday as the market weighed deepening trade tension 

between the U.S. and China that is expected to dent global crude demand and potential 

supply tightening due to Iran sanctions. WTI crude fell 0.5 percent to $68.40 a barrel. 

Brent crude traded 0.4 percent lower at $77.65 a barrel. 

Rupee weakened against dollar as government measures disappointed. INR ends 0.9 

percent lower at 72.51 against the U.S. dollar. 

So far, SGX Nifty traded 0.22 percent lower at 11,370. Expect the weakening trend to ebb 

as the recent uptrend in Dollar Index (DX) is losing momentum for a trend reversal despite 

US taking measures to boost domestic turf, punishing China in the ongoing tradewar 

expanding tariffs on goods, and threatening to take more measures, should China 

retaliates.  Ironically, crude which generally rules opposite to DX is also easing on demand 

contraction fear, would give the much needed fillip to INR. NIFTY Future (LTP: 11407.70) 

to open mild gap down breaking the pivot of 11430, losing in the process 30-40 points to 

S1: 11370 level to look for INR trend to decide the course. S2: 11333, looks attainable 

during intra-day but hope for recovery thereafter. Should the trend reverse on INR’s 

trend reversal on Dollar Index weakness, pivot level to act major resistance, while 

R1:11468 looks distant. 
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Noted Corporate Development 

 Government announced the merger of Bank of Baroda, Dena Bank and Vijaya Bank. The proposal will 

now need to be passed by the boards of the individual banks. The combined bank will be the third 

largest in India. 

 Tata Motors-owned Jaguar Land Rover confirmed a cut in its production schedule at the Castle 

Bromwich plant in the West Midlands region of England due to “continuing headwinds” impacting the 

British automobile industry. 

 SEBI rejects Bank of Maharashtra’s request to set-off accumulated losses worth Rs 2,543.7 crore from 

its share premium account. 

 Gujarat Gas received authorisation for local natural gas distribution for the Narmada district in 

Gujarat from PNGRB. The company has been granted infrastructure exclusivity till 2043 and 

marketing exclusivity till 2026. The proposed gas distribution network will cover a geographical area 

of 2,817 square kilometers. 

 Mcleod Russel to dispose its Assam’s Bargang tea estate to Amgoorie India for Rs 59.65 crore and 

Harchurah estate to Goodricke group for Rs 31.64 crore. 

 Aurionpro Solutions to provide its cash management platform to Sudan based Bank of Khartoum’s UAE 

and Bahrain’s branches. 
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SGX Nifty: Daily and Weekly Chart  
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